RESEARCH

TOTAL GRANTS AWARDED - FOR IU FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2020
$408,311,053

NIH FUNDING - FOR FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR ENDING SEPTEMBER 30, 2020
$189,290,183

NIH RANKING - FOR FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR ENDING SEPTEMBER 30, 2020
28

EDUCATION

CLASS OF 2024

5,988 APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
365 STUDENTS ENROLLED
191/174 MALE VS FEMALE
288 IN STATE
77 OUT OF STATE

MEDICAL STUDENT BODY

BLOOMINGTON 90
EVANSVILLE 80
FORT WAYNE 87
INDIANAPOLIS 828
MUNCIE 56
NORTHWEST GARY 75
SOUTH BEND 90
TERRÉ HAUTE 77
WEST LAFAYETTE 58
TOTAL 1,441

MD ANNUAL TUITION
IN STATE $36,036
OUT OF STATE $61,419

GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION

TOTAL RESIDENTS + FELLOWS 1,273
TOTAL ACCREDITED PROGRAMS 97
OTHER PROGRAMS 75

GRADUATE + UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS

MASTER'S STUDENTS 194
PHD STUDENTS 225
HEALTH PROFESSIONS PROGRAM 277

FACULTY AND STAFF

FACULTY

VOLUNTEER 3,737
PART TIME 322
FULL TIME 2,914

STAFF

TOTAL 2,035